To Cell biology course, 15 hp/ETCS-credits, (3MB002 & 5MO100)

Roll call 13.00, Monday, January 21, in lecture hall 6A103 ("Astrid Fagreussalen"), building 6A. The lecture hall is located at the hospital area close to the entrance to Dept. of Immunology (see arrow on the map).

(Detailed maps over university localities are found at [http://www.umu.se/om-universitetet/kartor](http://www.umu.se/om-universitetet/kartor))

A preliminary schedule is attached

Course leader: Martin Gullberg, phone 785 67 03
mail: martin.gullberg@molbiol.umu.se

Course secretary: Lina Helgesson, tel. 090-785 67 28
mail: Lina.helgesson@umu.se

Literature: Alberts et al., Molecular Biology of the Cell (5th or 6th editions)

**Entrance to Lecture hall”6A103”, building 6A**
(Note that the map is somewhat outdated).
The course starts on Monday, January 21, 13.00. Roll call and lecture will be held in 6A103 ("Astrid Fagreussalen")